FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GAM Gear announces new two week delivery program for PE Series of Inline Planetary Gear Reducers

Mount Prospect, IL – February 1, 2013 – GAM Gear, a manufacturer of precision gear reducers and servo couplings
announces a new two week standard delivery program for the PE series of inline planetary gear reducers. The PE
series has precision gears and robust dual output bearings making it a great option for most servo and stepper
motor applications where performance and durability are required.
“We are committed to providing products and services that our customers need and this delivery program is an
extremely important aspect to that commitment,” said Craig van den Avont, president of GAM Gear. “We are
known in the motion control industry for our large product offering and our ability to provide customized
solutions, but we also have many product lines that have quick delivery. This program really demonstrates that
GAM can deliver”.
The delivery program covers popular ratios from the 50mm frame size up to 118mm in the PE-W (Metric) output
version and from the NEMA 17 frame size up to NEMA 42 in the PE-N (NEMA) output version. Express services for
deliveries in less than two weeks are possible and the PE series is also available for purchase online with a credit
card. For more details on the delivery program or application assistance on the PE Series, contact GAM at 888GAM-7117.

About GAM Gear
GAM is a manufacturer of Gear Reducers, Servo Couplings, Linear Mounting Kits, and other innovative products
used to automate machinery. With one of the largest product offerings in the motion control industry as well as
the engineering expertise and capabilities to develop customized solutions, GAM can help with your application.
Flexibility in everything they do and excellent customer services are what make them a leader in the industry and a
great supplier to partner with. For more information visit: http://www.gamweb.com, follow us on Twitter at
http://twitter.com/#!/GAM_Gear, and like us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/GAMGear
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